Interact-AS™

Optional Language Translation Modules
One of Auditory Sciences many products for removing communication barriers.

With Interact-AS
Professional Edition,
now you can
communicate
anytime, anywhere
and in multiple
languages.
Features:
 Instant bi-directional
communication in over 35
languages.
 Choose the Direct Modules to
have the software run locally on
your own computer.
 Choose the Remote Server
Module for access to all of the
languages supported by Auditory
Sciences.
 Add the Live Interpreter Module
for the ability to connect to
professional interpreters anytime
and anywhere you have internet
connectivity – instant translation
of over 200 languages.

System Requirements:
Language modules can only be
added to an Interact-AS
Professional system – they are
not compatible with the
Consumer Edition. If you would
like to upgrade your system
from the Consumer to the
Professional Edition, let us know,
we’ll be glad to help.

Removing the Language Barrier
Interact-AS enables communications for everyone. What about the world
traveler, or if you have co-workers that do not understand English?
Interact-AS Professional Edition is your answer. Simply add one of the optional
translation modules and whatever you write, type or speak in English is
immediately translated and voiced out in a second language. When someone
responds using that foreign language, it’s instantly translated plus spoken and
displayed in English. Only Interact-AS Professional Edition allows you to
communicate with others in dozens of languages.

Instant Translation of Conversations
With Interact-AS the translation is spoken at the same time you are
talking – simultaneous translation of continuous speech with no delays
or waiting. If someone is speaking a language such as
Translations of
Spanish, German or Italian, with Interact-AS you will
what the other
hear a spoken English translation of what they are
person says are
saying while they are speaking.

Plus Typing and Handwriting
In addition to conversations, anything written or
typed is simultaneously translated and voiced out
loud in your selected language.

Great for Learning Languages
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Outdated language learning programs like Rosetta
A transcript and
Stone™ or Transparent Languages™ require you to learn a new language in a fixed
voice recording
and rigid sequence – you learn vocabulary that some committee has decided you
of the entire
should learn versus vocabulary that’s useful to you and your situation. It takes
conversation can
be saved for
months before you are comfortable holding conversations or before you can even
future reference
read a website in the new language. This long learning process is frustrating, leading
to many people simply giving up. With Interact-AS you select what you want
to learn in the order you want to learn it. For example, if you want to learn how to say a phrase in
Chinese, simply say it in English and you’ll both see and hear the Chinese translation. This ability to
immediately communicate using your new language makes the learning process fun, increases your ability
to remember the new vocabulary, and significantly decreases the amount of time that it takes for you to
learn your new language.

Direct, Remote Server and Live Interpreter Modules
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Auditory Science’s offers three types of Language Modules. Select one or all of the modules for your system.
• Direct modules run directly on your computer, no network connectivity is required. These modules
also include the ability to transcribe anything someone says in your selected language.
• The Remote Server module allows you to connect to Auditory Sciences’ remote servers to instantly
translate around 36 languages – one module gives you access to all of these languages.
• The Live Interpreter module gives you the ability to connect to a professional interpreter to
instantly translate over 180 languages. You can do this anytime and anywhere you have a connection to
the internet and do so without advanced planning or scheduling. Please note that there is a small per
minute fee for using this service.

Start Communicating in Multiple Languages
To learn more about Interact’s Language Modules, visit www.auditorysciences.com, or send an email to
info@auditorysciences.com, or give us a call at 507-645-8924 and we’ll be glad to help get you
Interacting the right way, right away.

